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The Rollerboy 48, shown here in concrete color Black, trowelled finish

28” diameter, 16.5” high Rollerboy in the Crete finish in concrete color Grey



ROLLERBOY FAMILY
The Rollerboys look like a core of solid stone and feel substantial, but they are surprisingly 

light and they roll around on recessed wheels, giving the illusion of floating. With its simple 

geometry, mobility and modularity, the Rollerboy is incredibly versatile and can be used as 

a chair, a table, an ottoman, clustered together as a coffee table, and more! Made from 

cast concrete, and finished with our signature hand-trowelled concrete or our “Crete” finish, 

Rollerboys can be used indoors and out and will look beautiful for years to come.

ROLLERBOYS
Rollerboys are available in 15, 19, 24, 28, 36 and 48” diameter. All are available in a 16.5” height and 
the 19, 24, 28 and 36 are also available in the 22.5” height.
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SIZES
The Rollerboy Family is available in the following sizes. All are available in the hand-troweled  
(left-hand page bottom image) or the Crete finish (top).
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ELL IPT ICAL  ROLLER
Eliptical Roller is 44” long, 20” wide, 16.5” tall with a half inch reveal at the bottom.
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CONCRETE COLORS

Most of our concrete furniture line is available in any of our 12 
standard colors. Shown at left in our signature hand-trowelled 
finish, these colors apply to our cast products as well, including 
our Crete finish for the Roller Family tables. Custom colors can 
be made by request.

The Elliptical Roller. Dimensions: 44" long, 20" wide, 16.5" tall. Shown here in Ash colored 
concrete with the hand trowelled finish.
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